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Cheshire Insights: AV Trends for 2013 
 
Each year, Pantone (the leading authority on color systems for the selection and accurate 

communication of color) announces the "Color of the Year," a pronouncement that drives 

fashion, home decorating, cosmetics, packaging and industrial design decisions around world. 

The color for 2013 is Emerald. 

 

Although the AV and meetings industry is not quite as process-driven in its changes, over the 

past ten years, these two industries have altered dramatically.  Trends do emerge on a regular 

basis that we want to share, especially because they often spill over into other areas of 

communication as well. 

1. Increased Use of Video – Video is being 

used more during meetings than ever before. 

It is a dynamic way to open general sessions, 

special events, awards ceremonies and galas, 

to introduce product or general information, 

or to share institutional history. We’ve seen 

videos used as a very effective way to rally 

company pride and bring people together, 

particularly at sales meetings and gala events.  

Because video offers the possibility of 

simultaneously presenting images, words and 

music, stimulating diverse areas of the brain, 

almost any information becomes more 

dynamic and more memorable when shared 

through a well-done video. 

Video is also being used increasingly to capture 

what happens during the meetings, conferences and events as a way to share it with 

targeted audiences through dissemination via DVDs, the company website, youtube, 

blogs and diverse social media. 

2. Techorating Adds Impact – In our last issue of the AV-ator, we talked about using 

technology as a way to create a 360° branding experience. This trend, borrowed from the 

Highland Hospital’s award-winning Pink Glove 
Video that Cheshire produced with DeBergerac 
Productions brought the hospital great public 

and media acclaim 

http://www.pantone.com/
http://www.pantone.com/pages/index.aspx?pg=21055
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world of home décor, is definitely on the rise. The concept refers to creating an 

immersive environment that transitions attendees into, and surrounds them with a 

branded event space. Techorating encompasses the variables of lighting, sound, décor and 

messaging throughout the space to focus attention on the company’s intent. Right click 

here to read our full article “Techorate Your Next Event for Powerful Branding.” 

 

3. Social Media Takes a Front Row Seat – More and more companies are facilitating the 

use of social media at their meetings.  For example, hashtags (#) are set up in advance to 

share information on twitter between the company and attendees, as well as among 

attendees themselves. Monitors often carry the latest trending tweets or facebook 

comments from audience members. At the 2012 Addies, we even arranged for attendees 

to tweet their drink orders to the bar for “tweet-ahead” service. 

 

4. Doing More with Less – While we all wish the effects of the economy over the past four 

years would dissipate, reality is, they continue to affect business decisions. Most 

companies are still looking to do more with less. Cheshire works with clients to help 

them deliver big impact through the following strategies, while still adhering to their 

budget goals: 

 White fabric panels interspersed among the traditional solid color pipe and drape on a 
trade show floor add visual spice and draw attention to a booth. 

 A change in lighting is a cost-effective way to transform the environment while 
dramatically signaling a new speaker, topic or segment of the program. 

 Lit truss towers with monitors strengthen branding while conveying important 

company or event messaging. It can also help save on signage costs. Another 

advantage is that, last minute program changes can be conveyed effectively and 

instantaneously.  

 Fabric tension shapes that refract the lighting are a great, cost-effective way to add a 
dramatic effect. 

 

 

Be sure to watch future issues of Cheshire’s AV-ator for updates on trends and for ideas you can 

use to create impactful messaging and make your meetings even more memorable. 

Lighting, truss towers and fabric tension shapes are a great way to create a dramatic look at any meeting or 
special event. 

http://library.constantcontact.com/download/get/file/1109427194303-64/Cheshire%27s+Tips+on+Techorating+Meetings.pdf
http://library.constantcontact.com/download/get/file/1109427194303-64/Cheshire%27s+Tips+on+Techorating+Meetings.pdf

